
 

 

When Isabella refuses to go along with Angelo‘s proposition, we lose sympathy for her  because she is 
too moralistic.‘ Do you agree?  
 
In William Shakespeare’s tragicomedic play, Measure for Measure, the play is centralised around the crime of 
fornication that has occurred between two lovers, Claudio and Juliet.  The acting deputy, severe Angelo 
sentences the fornicator to death. A plan is devised for Claudio’s angelic sister, Isabella to sway the judgement 
of this harsh ruler with her pure, young and virtuous disposition. She makes an impact on Angelo who 
presents to her a foul preposition – her chastity in exchange for her brother’s life.  In a highly commendable 
manner, Isabella assertively abides by her morals and rejects this.  Additionally, at the end of the play when 
the Duke returns to mete out justice she does not seek revenge for Angelo’s monstrous abuse of power but 
instead righteously begs that his is allowed to live. Therefore, as the play progresses, Isabella remains 
incorruptible and her high-minded choices continue to fuel the audience’s admiration and respect for this 
honest and virtuous character.  
 
Isabella is introduced as an ascetic character and this is implicit through her decision to lead a cloistered life 
as a novice nun. Her desire for discipline is underscored as she expresses her wish for ‘a more strict restraint’.  
Thus, she seeks monastic discipline through secluding herself from the ‘uncleanliness’ that pollutes Vienna. 
Moreover, her pure and angelic nature is highlighted by Lucio, who refers to her as both ‘enskied and sainted’. 
This suggests that she is moral and follows the strictness of her religion. Additionally, the portrayal of Isabella 
as an individual who is innocent and naïve may evoke a sense of sympathy within the audience. Lucio 
encourages her to ‘assay the power (she has)’ however, she is genuinely unaware of her feminine graces that 
will make ‘men give like gods’ and expresses her ‘doubt’. Therefore, light is shed on her unworldly nature and 
thus the audience may begin to develop a sense of sympathy for this guileless character. 
 
Upon approaching Angelo in an attempt to alter his authoritative rule, her feminine graces allow her to 
influence Angelo and strong sense of morality continues to govern her decisions. Angelo who previously was 
avowed to be ‘a man of firm stricture and abstinence’ and one who ‘never feels/ the wanton stings and 
motions of the sense’ transforms into one who is willing to reconsider his decision. Therefore, it is through 
Isabella’s ‘silent dialect’, ‘prosperous art’, eloquent language and sophisticated understanding of mankind that 
she is able to ‘soften Angelo’. She expressively tells Angelo to ‘Go to (his) bosom;/ knock there and ask (his) 
heart what it doth know’ and states that if his heart confesses ‘a natural guiltiness’ then he should reconsider 
the sentencing of dear Claudio. This has a significant effect on Angelo as he confesses as an [aside] ‘ she speaks 
and ‘tis/ such sense’. Essentially, it is apparent that Isabella does have a talent in persuasion both with body 
language and articulation of her thoughts. Therefore, she is no longer framed as a character that requires the 
sympathy of the audience be instead one who has a laudable ability to persuade with grace and logic. 
Moreover, this capable character is further established as Angelo is swamped with the heat passion of lust and 
proposes that she fits ‘(her) consent to (his) sharp appetite’ in order to ‘redeem (her) brother’.  Her morality 
allows her to identify this proposition as ‘abhorred pollution’ and she states that ‘Then, Isabel, live chaste, and, 
brother, die:/More than our brother is our chastity’. Thus she explicitly reveals that her morals take 
precedence. The playwright’s use of a rhyming couplet is to express a resolute idea. Therefore, this statement 
indicates that Isabella confidently makes this decision despite her brother’s life, which is at stake. This can be 
seen as bold choice but also reinforces her impressive honourably as manifested in her language and actions.  

 
Furthermore, it is evident that even with all the unexpected events of the play her virtue prevails. This is made 
clear as when the Duke returns to allocate punishments for various misdeeds.  In punishment for Angelo’s 
terrible corruption, the duke announces ‘An Angelo for Claudio, a death for death’ and thus sentences Angelo 
to death.  However, Isabella is willing to beg to Duke to ‘let him not die’ whilst [kneeling] and claims that ‘her 
brother had but justice’. Therefore, despite Angelo’s appalling action she does not seek retribution but instead 
mirrors the respectable qualities of forgiveness, which are fundamental in her religion. As this play is 
noticeably sent in a Christian universe, she mirrors some of the principle qualities of her religion by displaying 
forgiveness and grace. Significantly, this accentuates her praiseworthy behaviour, which is underpinned by 
her integrity and religious values.  
 



 

 

Ultimately, despite Isabella’s initially unknowing and unaware, it is through Angelo’s foul deal that her truly 
upright and religiously sound temperament filters through into her language and deeds. The playwright may 
be suggesting that it is through adversities when seemingly meek and obedient individuals can be assertive 
and act in accordance with their inner rectitude.  
 


